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Abstract 

We analyze the impact of psychological pressure on individual performance with handball 

penalties thrown in the decisive stage vs. the rest of the game. Contrary to the phenomenon 

of choking under pressure, we observe that most of the analyzed players perform best when 

it matters the most. The positive effect of pressure on performance is especially pronounced 

when the score is level or when the thrower’s team is lagging. We control for gender and 

psychological traits assessed with a survey. Female players score with a higher probability 

than male players in our sample. The positive impact of pressure is not significantly higher for 

female players.  

JEL: D 91 
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1. Introduction 

The nature of work in a globalized and digital economy is characterized by increased 

competitive pressure, and the corona-crisis accelerated this trend (Burke and Ng, 2006; 

Schwarzmüller et al., 2018; Kraus et al., 2020). While some employees can cope with 

psychological pressure and retain their typical performance level or even perform better, others 

“choke” under pressure and perceive stress (Vijahav, 2017). Sports economics, interpreted as 

behavioral economics in sports, analyzes very similar phenomena with rich data sets trying to 

explain the heterogeneous impact of psychological pressure on performance (Bühren & 

Steinberg, 2019). Choking under pressure (CUP) describes performance decrements at 

particularly important moments in competition compared to the performance that a person can 

usually achieve (Ötting et al., 2020). This phenomenon is especially pronounced in crunch 

time, the final minutes of tight games in professional team sports (Toma, 2017).  

What factors make some athletes more and some less inclined to CUP? Psychological 

concepts can help to answer this question. Several studies analyze personality traits related 

to job satisfaction, motivation, and performance (e.g., Wright et al., 2004, Dudley et al., 2006; 

Lin et al., 2014). In this context, the concept of the core self-evaluation (CSE) has received 

much attention – Judge and Bono (2001) as well as Judge and Kammeyer-Mueller (2011), 

e.g., observe positive correlations of CSE with job satisfaction. Bühren and Steinberg (2019) 

were the first to analyze the effect of psychological traits on performance under pressure in 

sequential tournaments. In their tennis field experiment, they use an additional survey that 

addresses the individual self-assessment categories according to Judge et al. (1997). The 

authors find interaction effects of psychological traits on performance. Whereas subjects with 

low self-esteem face a first-mover advantage, subjects with high self-esteem perform better 

as a second-mover. Clarke et al. (2020) examine golfers’ and archers’ personality traits 

connected with choking under pressure. They use a questionnaire with items on fear of 

negative evaluation, doubts of action, and non-display of imperfection. Comparing these 

results to self-reported CUP, they can classify over 70% of choking athletes based on their 

psychological traits. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature on 

performance under pressure and psychological traits related to performance. Section 3 

explains our empirical approach, describes the survey we use to measure psychological traits, 

and derives our hypotheses. Section 4 presents the results, and Section 5 discusses them and 

concludes. 
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2. Related literature 

2.1 Choking under pressure vs. performing best when it matters the most 

The findings of Ariely et al. (2009) indicate that the desire to perform especially well when the 

stakes are high increases performance in effort-based tasks (such as clicking keys on a 

computer as fast as possible) but decreases performance in skill-based tasks (such as solving 

math problems). Harb-Wu and Krumer (2019) confirm this observation for biathletes’ skiing 

(effort-based) and shooting performance (skill-based) in front of a supportive home audience. 

Social facilitation theory suggests a home advantage for relatively simple effort tasks (Ötting 

et al., 2020). In contrast, Baumeister and Steinhilber (1984) were the first to observe a 

paradoxical home disadvantage for relatively complex skill tasks (see also Wallace et al., 

2005). They explain the disadvantage with monitoring pressure induced by a supportive 

audience. Similarly, Dohmen (2008) find that, ceteris paribus, soccer players miss penalties 

more often if they are from the home team. Performance decrements during skill tasks in high-

pressure situations (compared to the typical performance in lower-pressure situations) have 

two opposing explanations. (1) Either people are distracted by the pressure, and their 

performance drops because they do not fully concentrate on the specific task (Sanders & 

Walia, 2012). (2) Or they focus too much on the task execution in high-pressure situations, 

and their performance drops because their automatic processes are disturbed (Baumeister, 

1984).  

Wilson et al. (2009a,b) show that high levels of anxiety impair the shot success of penalty kicks 

in soccer and free-throws in basketball. Performance decrements due to suboptimal stress 

levels are likely to be observed at the end of tight competitions. Jordet et al. (2007) analyze 

penalty shootouts in soccer and find that the probability to miss a penalty increases towards 

the end of the shootout. This is confirmed by Toma (2017), who observes that basketball 

players’ free-throw percentage drops in the last 30 seconds of tight games in the National 

Basketball Association (NBA), especially when their team is lagging. Similarly, Cao et al. 

(2011) find evidence for CUP from the free-throw line in the last minute of tight NBA games, 

especially for weaker free throw shooters and if the first of a pair of two free throws was missed. 

Complementing this result, Worthy et al. (2009) observe a drop in free throw percentages in 

crunch time if teams lag or lead by one point, but not if the score is level. Analyzing the 

Professional Golf Association (PGA) Tour, Wells and Skowronski (2012) find that the average 

performance in the final fourth round is significantly lower compared to the third round.  

Analyzing CUP in archery, Bucciol and Castagnetti (2020) observe that the players’ 

performance significantly drops in tiebreaks, especially for women in the most prestigious 

tournament. Likewise, Dilmaghani (2020) finds that time pressure in chess leads to 
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underperformance, especially for female elite players. Yet, Cohen-Zada et al. (2017) find that 

male tennis players choke more likely under pressure than female tennis players. They argue 

that for men it seems to be too important to win (see also Niederle & Vesterlundt, 2007), 

resulting in too high cortisol levels. In a recent real effort experiment, Booth & Nolen (2021) 

show that women’s effort is not dependent on the degree of pressure but men’s effort increases 

under tournament compared to piece-rate incentives – especially when playing against 

women. 

In contrast to CUP, the attentional control theory by Eysenck et al. (2007) suggests that high-

pressure does not yield worse performance if individuals compensate for the effect of anxiety 

with effort or increased use of processing resources. Krumer (2020) argues that ability is the 

main determinant for performance under pressure. In the most critical moment of club matches 

in soccer, the penalty shoot-out, he observes that teams of a higher league usually win against 

teams from a lower league, especially in the finals. Similarly, González-Díaz et al. (2012) find 

that the best tennis players are successful because their performance is especially good in 

key moments of the game – these players are able to “perform best when it matters the most”. 

In the same vein, Jetter and Walker (2015) observe that the top 4 tennis players win tie-breaks 

and matches at the most important tournaments (Grand Slams) with a higher probability than 

at less important tournaments – the “clutch-player” effect. And Klaassen and Magnus (2014) 

calculate that the top 50 players retain their typical performance level at important points of the 

match, whereas lower-ranked tennis players underperform in these situations. 

Taken together, CUP is likely to occur in skill tasks towards the end of tight competitions when 

it is very important for players to perform well. However, performance under pressure depends 

on the task and individual characteristics. For instance, Mesagno et al. (2019) observe that 

dominant left-handers experience less CUP than dominant right-handers in American football. 

And Ötting et al. (2020) do not find evidence for CUP in professional darts reasoning that darts 

players are used to high-pressure situations.  

2.2 Personality traits concerning performance under pressure 

In addition to the question of whether and when performance declines, remains constant, or 

even increases under pressure, the following section establishes a connection between 

performance under pressure and personality traits as possible predictors. Otten (2009) tries to 

model “choking vs. clutch performance” based on self-confidence and anxiety. Clarke et al. 

(2020) argue that the fear of negative evaluations by outsiders, the display of one's 

imperfections, the concern over mistakes, general anxiety, and too high expectations could be 

responsible for CUP. Likewise, we focus on the core self-evaluation according to Judge et al. 
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(1997). CSE is a fundamental evaluation construct of a person about him- or herself, including 

all competencies, abilities, and the external world (Judge et al., 2003; Erez & Judge, 2001; 

Chang et al., 2012). CSE encompasses the four personality traits self-esteem, self-efficacy, 

emotional stability, and locus of control (Judge et al., 1997; Judge et al., 2003). Persons with 

a high CSE level are characterized by a positive assessment of themselves. One advantage 

of the CSE scale is that this generalized self-concept is not as complex as e.g. the Big 5 

personality traits. And many studies show a robust relationship between CSE and the Big 5 – 

in particular, they find strong correlations with extraversion as well as conscientiousness 

(Chang et al., 2012; Judge et al., 2002; Robins et al., 2001; Farmer et al., 2001).

Some studies reveal that CSE is associated with performance and job satisfaction (e.g., Judge 

and Bono, 2001; Judge et al. 2003). Judge and Kammeyer-Mueller (2011) argue that people 

with strong CSE are more satisfied with their work because they are more optimistic about 

challenges. And they perform better at work because CSE strengthens task motivation and 

persistence concerning goals (Judge et al., 1998; Erez & Judge, 2001; Judge & Ilies, 2002). 

Likewise, Kirmani et al. (2019) find that the connection between CSE and performance is 

based on achievement, power, and affiliation (McClelland,1961), which is confirmed by Boon 

et al. (2011). Furthermore, Judge et al. (2000) observe a positive effect of CSE on job 

satisfaction. The meta-analysis of Judge and Bono (2001) verifies that all four personality traits 

of CSE are associated with job performance and satisfaction. Chang et al. (2012) argue that 

CSE reduces counterproductive behavior at work and enhances organizational citizenship 

behavior. Moreover, CSE is related to mental health with a positive effect on stress 

management (Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2009).  

However, higher self-evaluation does not necessarily lead to better work performance. For 

example, men usually rate themselves higher than women, especially concerning self-esteem 

(Bleidorn et al. 2016; Robins et al., 2002; Kling et al., 1999). Yet they do not perform better 

than women (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2011; Soll & Klayman, 2004; Beyer, 1990). This 

suggests that men are more inclined to overconfidence. Croson & Gneezy (2009) argue that 

confidence relates to risk taking. Whereas Hardies et al. (2013) cannot find this relationship 

with students and auditors, Broihanne et al. (2014) confirm that finance professionals’ 

overconfidence leads to increased risk taking. In the next subsection, we review the role of risk 

taking under pressure. 

2.3 Individual willingness to take risks in pressure situations 

The willingness to take risks describes the fundamental preference of individuals to force or 

avoid risky behavior options (Kam, 2012). Grund et al. (2013) observe that lagging NBA teams 
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inefficiently increase their risk taking by attempting too many 3-point instead of 2-point shots. 

Lehman and Hahn (2013) support this result calculating that lagging football teams too often 

“go for it” on the fourth down.1 However, the results of Klaassen and Magnus (2014) and 

Paserman (2010) suggest that most tennis players’ performance drops in crucial stages of the 

game because they inefficiently reduce their risk taking. The findings of Klaassen and Magnus 

(2014) and Paserman (2007) suggest that women choke more under pressure than men by 

winning fewer points on serve and making relatively more unforced errors at important points, 

respectively. However, Paserman’s (2010) model suggests that especially men’s performance 

decreases under pressure because they play these points too safely.   

Thus, the relationship between risk taking and CUP is likely to be gender-specific. Women are 

typically more risk-averse than men (Charness & Gneezy, 2012; Eckel & Grossman, 2008), 

although some studies find no differences (see the meta-study of Byrnes et al., 1999). 

Decisions under uncertainty are based on emotions (Croson & Gneezy, 2009), and women 

tend to be more affected by emotions than men (Harshman & Paivio, 1987). Women feel more 

anxiety and nervousness compared to men when they are confronted with negative prospects 

(Fujita et al., 1991). Moreover, men express more self-confidence than women – especially in 

competitions (Niederle & Vesterlund, 2011; Soll & Klayman, 2004; Beyer, 1990).  

Moreover, the score of the game is likely to interfere with the relationship between risk taking 

and CUP. While CUP seems to be associated with less risk taking, there is evidence that loss 

aversion induces higher risk taking of lagging teams and individuals: At the PGA Tour, Pope 

and Schweitzer (2011) observe that bogey putts (one stroke above the reference “par”) are 

ceteris paribus faster than birdie putts (one stroke below par). In line with prospect theory 

(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), this finding speaks for risk aversion in the domain of gains and 

risk taking in the domain of losses. Similarly, Elmore and Urbaczewski (2021) identify a natural 

experiment in professional golf supporting the reference-dependence of players’ behavior. The 

US Golf Association changed the par rating, and thus the reference point, for two holes at US 

Open tournaments from par 5 to par 4. Although the difficulty of the holes stayed the same, 

golfers needed ceteris paribus fewer strokes for the holes with the new par rating. 

  

                                                
1 The fourth down is the last chance of the attacking team to pass 10 yards (with a play) in order to get 
four new trials. Alternatively, the attacking team can choose the less risky variants of kicking the ball 
into the opponent’s field (punting) or trying to kick a field goal.  
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3. Design of the study 

3.1 Empirical approach and survey 

We measure performance under pressure with the shot success of penalties in the crunch time 

of professional handball games and compare it to the shot success of penalties thrown in the 

rest of the game. Similar to the penalty kick in soccer, the seven-meter-throw is a one on one 

situation between the thrower and the goalkeeper (Apestiguea & Palacios-Huerta, 2010). All 

other players are direct observers of this situation and cannot intervene. As the probability of 

a goal being scored is much higher than the goalkeeper's chance to save the seven-meter, the 

psychological pressure lies on the thrower’s shoulders. Sufficient time for reflection before the 

throw and the responsibility for the potential success or failure of the entire team increases this 

pressure – especially in deciding situations of the game (Bühren & Krabel, 2019).  

A synonym for the deciding phase of professional team ball games is crunch time (Christmann 

et al., 2018). Depending on the ball game, it occurs in the final minutes or seconds when both 

teams still have the chance to win and every move might turn the game into a success or 

defeat. In contrast, the final moments of already decided games are called garbage time (Ertug 

& Maoret, 2020). We categorize a penalty to be thrown during crunch time in the last 15 

minutes of a handball game if the thrower's team is a maximum of four goals behind and three 

goals ahead. Thus, when scoring the penalty, the difference between the teams’ scores is a 

maximum of four goals. During the second last minute of the game, we allow the score 

difference in crunch time to be a maximum of three goals, and during the last minute a 

maximum of two goals.  

The official homepages of the German Handball Federation, the German Handball Bundesliga, 

and the Women's Handball Bundesliga records all seven-meter throws (www.dhb.de, 

https://www.liquimoly-hbl.de/de/, http://www.hbf-info.de/o.red.r/home.html). In addition to the 

game data collected for the penalty throws, we use individual data of the thrower available on 

the same homepages. Beyond that, we assess the players’ CES via a questionnaire according 

to Judge et al. (2003). Originally, Judge et al. (1997) used CSE as a disposition to explain job 

satisfaction (Judge et al., 1998). Then, Judge et al. (2003) developed the CSE scale to 

measure CSE as one construct. Although Gardner and Pierce (2010) argue that self-esteem, 

self-efficacy, emotional stability, and internal control conviction are better measured 

separately, there are high correlations between the four traits (on average approx. r=0.6). 

Moreover, factor analyses extract only one common factor (Judge et al. 1998; Judge et al. 

2000; Erez & Judge, 2001; Judge et al. 2002; Brückner, 2020). And this factor has incremental 

validity concerning the four separate traits (Judge et al. 2002; Judge et al. 2003; Brückner, 

2020). Judge et al. (2003) use a questionnaire with 12 items (see appendix) from a pool of 65 

http://www.dhb.de/
https://www.liquimoly-hbl.de/de/
http://www.hbf-info.de/o.red.r/home.html
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items. These items are assessed on a 5-level Likert scale (from strong disagreement to strong 

agreement) and yield very good internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha > 0.8), retest reliability 

(r=0.81), and convergent validity (Judge et al. 2003). For native German speakers, the 

questionnaire of Brückner (2020) is used, who modified the version of Heilmann and Jonas 

(2010). The German version of the CES scale by Brückner (2020) shows the same very good 

quality criteria as the original by Judge et al. (2003) and the earlier German translation by 

Heilmann and Jonas (2010). 

Beyond CSE, we measure the individual willingness to take risks because risk taking 

influences performance in general and specifically under pressure (see section 2.3). We use 

the short scale of Beierlein et al. (2015). The 7-level Likert scale ranges from not willing to take 

risks to very willing to take risks. The short-scale has very satisfactory quality criteria (Beierlein 

et al., 2015). In experimental economics, the standard risk measures are incentivized lotteries 

á la Holt and Laury (2002). However, the recent study of Arslan et al. (2020) suggests an even 

higher external validity for survey-based stated risk preferences. 

Following Clarke et al. (2020), we also ask whether the players have ever experienced a 

dramatic drop in performance that is beyond their control. This variable is likely to be negatively 

correlated to the CSE scale because relatively more self-confident people are expected to 

express fewer experiences with CUP – or these experiences might rather cause a person to 

be less self-confident. The self-assessment serves as a control variable for CUP observed in 

our handball dataset. 

3.2 Variables 

In the focus of interest is the dependent variable shot success. It takes the values 1 if the 

thrower scores the seven-meter-throw, and 0 otherwise. We try to explain the shot success 

with the independent individual and competition-related variables described below and 

summarized in Table 1. 

3.2.1 Individual variables 

Gender takes the value 0 for females and 1 for males. Age is measured in years on December 

31st, 2019, which corresponds to the middle of the season 2019/2020. Throwing hand takes 

the value 0 for left and 1 for right (see also Mesagno et al., 2019). League indicates if the 

individual plays in the first, second, or third league. Similar to Krumer (2020), we use this 

variable as a measure for a general handball ability.  
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The players’ CSE is measured from 1 (strong disagreement) to 5 (strong agreement) with th12 

items taken from Judge et al. (2003) for the English version of our survey and the translation 

by Brückner (2020) for the German version, respectively. Our Cronbach’s alpha for the CSE 

scale is 0.83. We measure the players’ risk taking from 1 (not willing to take risks at all) to 7 

(very willing to take risks) with the single item from Beierlein et al. (2015). Finally, Self-report 

choking takes the value 1 if the player reports having experienced a drop in performance under 

pressure that has been beyond their control, and 0 if the player denies having experienced 

CUP before (Clarke, 2020). 

3.2.2 Competition-related variables 

Location indicates if the penalty is taken in front of a home audience (0) or at the opponent's 

court (1). Crunch time defines both the time of a game and a certain score difference between 

the respective teams (Toma, 2017). It takes the value 1 in the last 15 minutes of a tight game 

(maximum score difference of 4, in the second last minute of 3, and the last minute of 2), and 

0 otherwise. Finally, the categorical variable score distinguishes between a draw (0) and 

whether the thrower's team is lagging (1) or leading (2) before the seven-meter. 

 Table 1: Overview of the variables 

3.3 Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses are based on the discussed results of the related literature. Based 

on the findings of Baumeister (1984), Jordet et al. (2007), Wells and Skowronski (2012), Toma 

(2017), and Cao et al. (2011), we hypothesize to find evidence for CUP. 

Hypothesis 1: The shot success of penalties in crunch time is smaller than in the rest 

of the game. 

The findings of Cao et al. (2011), González-Díaz et al. (2012), Klaassen and Magnus (2014), 

and Krumer (2020) suggest that in very important moments of a competition weaker players, 

  
Dependent 

variable Individual variables 
Competition related 

variables 

Variable 
Shot 
success Gender Age 

Throwing 
hand League CSE 

Risk 
taking 

Self-
report 
choking Location 

Crunch 
time Score 

Specification 

0 = No 
0 = 
Female   0 = Left 

1 = 1st 
League 1 - 5 1 - 7 0 = No 

0 = 
Home 0 = No 

0 = 
Draw 

1 = Yes 
1 = 
Male  1 = Right 

2 = 2nd 
League   1 = Yes 

1 =  
Away 1 = Yes 

1 = 
Lagging 

        
3 = 3rd 
League           

2 = 
Leading 

Scale Nominal Nominal Ratio Nominal Ordinal Ordinal Ordinal Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal 
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in our case players of a lower league, are more likely to suffer a drop in performance than 

stronger players. 

Hypothesis 2: Weaker players are more inclined to performance decreases in crunch 

time than stronger players. 

The meta-analysis of Judge et al. (1997) shows that CES is positively associated with job 

performance (see also Judge & Bono, 2001 and Chang et al., 2012). We hypothesize that this 

relationship also holds in our setting and argue that better performance reduces the probability 

of CUP. 

Hypothesis 3: Higher scores in CES result in higher shot success in crunch time. 

Prospect theory suggests that risk preferences are especially important during crunch time – 

when the outcome of the penalty is likely to shift the prospect from the loss to the gain domain 

or vice versa (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Pope & Schweitzer, 2011). According to Grund et 

al. (2013) as well as Lehman and Hahn (2013) increased risk taking of lagging teams impedes 

their performance. 

Hypothesis 4: The individual willingness to take risks reduces the shot success in 

crunch time. This effect is more pronounced if the player’s team is 

lagging rather than leading. 

Toma (2017) observes CUP for players of lagging teams. Likewise, Worthy et al. (2009) 

expected to find CUP for players of lagging but not of leading teams. 

Hypothesis 5: The effect of crunch time is more pronounced if the player’s team is 

lagging rather than leading.   

Baumeister and Steinhilber (1984), Wallace et al. (2005), Dohmen (2008), and Harb-Wu and 

Krumer (2019) find that players choke more often in their home stadiums. 

Hypothesis 6: The effect of crunch time is more pronounced if the team is playing at 

home rather than away. 

Whereas Klaassen and Magnus (2014) find that women are more inclined to CUP than men, 

Cohen-Zada et al. (2017) obtain the opposite result. Toma (2017) observes no differences in 

CUP from the free-throw line by gender. 

Hypothesis 7: The effect of crunch time is the same for women and men. 
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4. Results  

4.1 Descriptive statistics 

From 5506 penalties of the season 2019/2020 in the first three handball leagues in Germany, 

we know the psychological traits of the 236 throwers who answered our survey.2 In our sample, 

25 male and 18 female players threw 645 and 537 penalties in the first leagues, 22 male and 

29 female players 696 and 672 penalties in the second leagues, and 53 male and 89 female 

players 1323 and 1633 in the third leagues. We distributed our online-survey (programmed 

with LamaPoll) in German and English to 146 German handball clubs – every club from the 

first and second league and every club from two out of four divisions of the third league. Around 

60% (86 clubs) agreed to distribute the survey to their seven-meter throwers, and 54% (236 

out of 440) of them answered the survey. 

Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics of all the variables that we assess from the 

handball games and our survey. The mean value of the dependent variable shot success is 

77%, which corresponds to a miss at every fourth or fifth seven-meter. We observe fewer 

penalties by men (48%) than by women. The average age in our sample is 25.49 years. The 

youngest player was 16 years old in the middle of the 2019/2020 season and the oldest 38. 

The thrower’s right hand is typically the dominant throwing hand (in 77%). Most of the penalties 

of our data set are from the third league – the mean of the league variable is 2.32. 12% of the 

penalties are thrown in crunch time, and most of the penalties are thrown when the player’s 

team is lagging (47% vs. 38% when the team is leading and 14% when the score is level). On 

average, the players have a relatively high CSE of 4.02 (on a scale from 1 to 5) and assess 

their risk taking with 4.92 (on a scale from 1 to 7). Only 30% of the participants reported having 

personally experienced CUP.  

  

                                                
2 In Germany, the first three leagues of Olympic disciplines, like handball, are categorized as 
professional sports. Whereas handball is a full-time job for a large majority in the first league and most 
of the players in the second league, it is usually a part-time job for players in the third league. 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics 

  Variables Mean SD Min Max 

Dependent variable     

1 Shot success 0.77 0.42 0 1 

Individual variables     

2 Gender 0.48 0.50 0 1 

3 Age 25.49 4.56 16 38 

4 Throwing hand 0.77 0.42 0 1 

5 League 2.32 0.81 1 3 

6 CSE 4.02 0.45 1.83 5 

7 Risk taking 4.92 1.06 2 7 

8 
Self-report 
choking 0.30 0.46 0 1 

Competition-related variables     

9 Location 0.50 0.50 0 1 

10 Crunch time 0.12 0.33 0 1 

11 Score 1.24 0.68 0 2 

Note: N = 5506  

Figure 1 displays the shot success in crunch time vs. the rest of the game by gender, league, 

and the competition-related variables. It can be seen that for all variables, except for leading, 

the scoring percentage of the penalties is higher in crunch time compared to the rest of the 

game. We observe the highest shot success for women in crunch time (84.74%) and the lowest 

for men during the rest of the game (75.53%). 
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Figure 1: Shot success by crunch time, gender, league, and game-related variables 

 

Table 3 shows the pairwise correlations of our variables. There are very small correlations 

between the competition-related variables and the individual variables. The highest Pearson 

correlation coefficient in our dataset is r=-0.39 between league and age. In the first leagues for 

men and women, the penalties are thrown by more experienced players than in the second 

and third leagues. In our data set, their average age is 26.47, 24.45, and 23.51 respectively. 

Furthermore, the first league throwers are more specialized – on average, they threw 27.49 

penalties in league 1, 26.82 in league 2, and 20.82 in league 3 in the season 2019/2020. Men's 

teams are older than women's teams (25.03 vs. 23.68). Moreover, CSE and gender are 

significantly associated – male players assessed their CSE level higher (on average 4.16) than 

women (3.90). This is in line with Bleidorn et al. (2016), who find that men have higher self-

esteem than women. Self-report choking correlates negatively with CSE: the higher the level 

of CSE, the lower the probability that a player reports having experienced CUP before.  

Additionally, age correlates with CSE (r=0.15): the older the subjects, the higher their self-

evaluation. This is consistent with previous research showing that individual self-evaluation 

increases until middle adulthood before it gradually starts to decrease (Bleidorn et al. 2016; 

Robins et al. 2002; Kling et al. 1999). Finally, the players’ self-assessment on risk taking is 

higher if they are male (in line with Croson & Gneezy, 2009, and Eckel & Grossman, 2008). 
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Table 3:  Pairwise correlations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 Shot success 1           

2 Gender -0.04** 1          

3 Age  0.01  0.24** 1         

4 Throwing hand -0.01 -0.12** -0.17** 1        

5 League -0.02 -0.08** -0.39**  0.16** 1       

6 CSE -0.02  0.29**  0.15**  0.07** -0.02 1      

7 Risk taking -0.01  0.15**  0.11** -0.14** -0.25**  0.16** 1     

8 Self-report choking -0.01 -0.08**  0.13** -0.12** -0.12** -0.27**  0.14** 1    

9 Location -0.01  0.02 -0.04**  0.00  0.02  0.04**  0.01 -0.06** 1   

10 Crunch time  0.04**  0.04**  0.01  0.01 -0.01  0.01  0.00 -0.02  0.00 1  

11 Score  0.00 -0.03* -0.01 -0.01  0.02  0.01  0.01 -0.02 -0.06** -0.05** 1 

Notes: N = 5506; significance levels: ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05                 
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Table 4: Marginal effects of probit regressions 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Dependent variable            
Shot success ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD 
             
Individual variables            
Gender -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) 
Age  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 
Throwing hand -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
League -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
CSE -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) 
Risk taking -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 
Self-report choking -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
             
Competition-related 
variables            
Location -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
Crunch time  0.05* (0.02)  0.06 (0.06)  0.01 (0.18)  0.01 (0.09) 
Lagging  -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 
Leading -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 
             
Interaction terms            
League*Crunch time     0.00 (0.02)      

CSE*Crunch time        0.01 (0.04)   

Risk taking*Crunch time           0.01 (0.02) 
Lagging*Crunch time            
LeadingCrunch time            
Location*Crunch time            
Gender*Crunch time            
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Number of obs 5506   5506   5506   5506  
Wald chi2 17.81   17.90   18.37   18.49  
Prob > chi2 0.0860   0.1188   0.1049   0.1015  
Log pseudolikelihood -2928.21   -2928.20   -2928.18   -2928.09  
Pseudo R2 0.0034   0.0034   0.0034   0.0035   
Notes: Marginal effects in the ME columns; standard deviations in parentheses in the SD columns; standard deviations 
clustered at player level; reference category for score: draw; significance level: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
 
  Modell 5 Modell 6 Modell 7 Modell 8 Modell 9 
Dependent variable                 
Shot success ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD 
                  
Individual variables                 
Gender -0.03** (0.01) -0.03** (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) 
Age  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 
Throwing hand -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
League -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
CSE -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) 
Risk taking -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 
Self-report choking -0.02 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
                  
Competition-related 
variables                 
Location -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
Crunch time  0.02 (0.03)  0.08** (0.03) 0.07** (0.02)  0.07* (0.03)  0.12** (0.03) 
Lagging -0.01 (0.02)  -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 
Leading -0.01 (0.02)  0.01 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02)  0.01 (0.02) 
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Interaction terms                 
League*Crunch time                 
CSE*Crunch time                 
Risk taking*Crunch time                 
Lagging*Crunch time  0.06 (0.03)             
Leading*Crunch time     -0.09* (0.04)       -0.10** (0.04) 
Location*Crunch time        - 0.03 (0.03)     
Gender*Crunch time          -0.04 (0.03) -0.05 (0.04) 
                  
                     
Number of obs 5506   5506   5506   5506   5506   
Wald chi2 20.40   23.32   22.08   20.10   27.53   
Prob > chi2 0.0598   0.0252   0.0367   0.0653   0.0105   
Log pseudolikelihood -2926.58   -2924.74   -2927.66   -2927.48   -2923.69   
Pseudo R2 0.0040   0.0046   0.0036   0.0037   0.0050   

Notes: Marginal effects in the ME columns; standard deviations in parentheses in the SD columns; standard deviations clustered at player level; 
reference category for score: draw; significance level: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
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4.2 Multivariate analysis 

Table 4 presents the marginal effects of probit regressions trying to explain the shot success 

of handball penalties. Model 1 includes all the variables discussed in 4.1. Similar to Gonzáles-

Díaz et al. (2012) and Ötting et al. (2020), our results indicate clutch performance rather than 

CUP. Our subjects are 5 percentage points more likely to hit the seven-meter if it is thrown in 

crunch time. This effect is not only statistically, but also economically significant. Especially in 

the men’s leagues, a lot of games are decided by just one goal difference (around 15% in our 

sample, the score difference of nearly half of our games is less than 4 goals). By definition, a 

penalty in crunch time is decisive for the game. The final score difference in the leagues we 

analyzed in the season 2019/2020 was 4.80 on average; if there was a penalty in crunch time: 

2.57. Therefore, it is very likely that the effect size of a miss or hit in this crucial situation is a 

lower boundary for the effect on the team’s winning probability – especially if the outcome 

creates momentum (Lehman and Hahn, 2013). Our finding suggests that the analyzed 

handball players perform best when it matters the most. Thus, we can reject Hypothesis 1. 

The increased pressure of crunch time seems to induce more focus and concentration of the 

thrower rather than anxiety. According to attentional control theory (Eysenck et al., 2007), they 

appear to use more processing resources in the decisive throws. Moreover, Model 1 shows 

that women score the penalties, ceteris paribus, with a 3 percentage point higher probability 

than men. Although men more often select themselves into competitions than women, they do 

not necessarily perform better in competitive environments (Niederle & Vesterlund, 2011; Soll 

& Klayman, 2004; Cohen-Zada et al., 2007). Our data rather suggest the opposite. For the 

other control variables, we do not find any significant direct effect on shot success. 

To analyze the impact of psychological pressure on performance deeper, Models 2 – 9 include 

interaction terms with our treatment variable crunch time. We follow Ai and Norton (2013) in 

correcting potentially biased interaction effects, their standard errors, and p-values in the 

nonlinear probit model. According to Klaassen and Magnus (2014) as well as González-Díaz 

et al. (2012), especially weaker players are likely to choke under pressure. Model 2 adds the 

interaction effect between crunch time and league. League represents the general 

performance level of a player. Yet, it has no direct effect on the shot success and does not 

interact with crunch time. As a result, we find no evidence supporting Hypothesis 2. Our data 

suggest that weaker players do not perform worse in crunch time. It could be that the league 

measures the potential to perform well under pressure too roughly. Therefore, we include the 

interaction of CSE and crunch time in Model 3. We do not find support for Hypothesis 3 that 

more positive self-evaluation leads to better performance in general and specifically in crunch 

time.  
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In Model 4, the interaction between risk taking and crunch time is not significant. The general 

propensity to take risks does not seem to influence the shot success of penalties, neither in 

crunch time nor in the rest of the game. If we consider the interaction with lagging in this 

analysis, the marginal effect of the three-way interaction is 0.01 and not significant (p=0.087). 

If we instead include the interaction with leading, the marginal effect is -0.02 and significant 

(p=0.020). Thus, higher risk taking in crunch time only reduces shot success if the team is 

leading. This speaks against Hypothesis 4. However, we do not have data on specific risk 

taking of the penalties, similar to the speed (Pope and Schweitzer, 2011) or the style3 of the 

throw. Models 5 and 6 examine the interaction effects between crunch time with lagging and 

leading, respectively. In Model 5, lagging increases the relationship between crunch time and 

shot success by 6 percentage points, but not significantly (p=0.081). The main effect of crunch 

time is not significant in this model. In Model 6, however, the main effect of crunch time 

increases to 8 percentage points and is highly significant. The significant interaction effect of -

9 percentage points between crunch time and leading means that the positive effect of crunch 

time on shot success is contradicted if the thrower’s team is leading. Thus, Model 6 supports 

the descriptive statistics presented in Figure 1. These results confirm Hypothesis 5. Figure 2 

illustrates the interaction between crunch time and leading. 

 
Figure 2: Interaction effect of Crunch time and Leading (Model 6, Table 4) according to 

Williams (2012) 

                                                
3 A twister or a lob would be a risky throw. Likewise, Bozhinov and Grote (2018) use the jump serve as 
a proxy for risk taking in volleyball. 
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Model 7 tests if the effect of crunch time is especially relevant for home teams. The location of 

the game (home or away) does not directly influence the shot success of penalties, and the 

interaction effect between crunch time and location is not significant, which speaks against 

Hypothesis 6. In Model 8, we analyze the interaction effect between crunch time and gender 

on shot success. These are the only two independent variables that have significant main 

effects on the seven-meter scoring (see Model 1). Both main effects remain significant in Model 

8. The interaction effect is negative (-0.04), but not significant (p=0.307). Both genders perform 

better in crunch time, and we do not find evidence that either men or women can cope better 

with psychological pressure. This finding is different from Klaassen and Magnus (2014) and 

Cohen-Zada et al. (2017) but in line with Toma (2017), confirming Hypothesis 7.  

Model 9 extends Model 1 by the interaction effects from models 6 and 8. While women still 

have a 3 percentage points higher chance of scoring the seven-meter in this model, the main 

effect of crunch time in Model 9 increases to 12 percentage points (p<0.001). The interaction 

effect between crunch time and leading is -10 percentage points in this model (p<0.01) in this 

model. Thus, Model 9 confirms models 1, 6, and 7. To further check the robustness of our 

results, we restricted crunch time to the last 5 minutes only (instead of 15 minutes) and rerun 

our analyses – without changing anything else of the crunch time definition. The results in the 

appendix show that we can replicate our main findings with the restricted crunch time. 

However, only 4% (instead of 12%) of the analyzed penalties are thrown in the last 5 minutes. 

5. Conclusion and discussion 

The primary goal of our study was to gain insights into the performance of professional 

handball players in situations of particular pressure. Therefore, we compared the shot success 

of decisive penalties to the shot success of less important penalties. Our findings support the 

idea of performing best when it matters the most instead of choking under pressure. The 

positive effect of pressure was especially relevant when the thrower’s team was not leading. 

On average, women performed better than men in our sample. However, pressure affected 

the players’ performance not significantly different by gender.  

Additionally, we surveyed the players' psychological traits that are supposed to influence 

behavior under pressure. The results show no significant interaction effects between these 

traits and psychological pressure on shot success. The reason could be that our subjects are 

selected to be regularly responsible for throwing penalties for their team. Thus, they are 

experienced and trained to perform well under psychological pressure. Whereas 63% of 

golfers and archers reported CUP experiences in the study by Clarke et al. (2020), only 30% 

remembered personal CUP in our sample. Furthermore, the average CSE of our players is 
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higher compared to the results of Brückner (2020), Heilmann and Jonas (2010), and Judge et 

al. (2003). Thus, our findings seem to be particularly relevant for specialists who are used to 

execute a familiar task under high psychological pressure, taking responsibility for their team.  

There would be a selection bias if participants of our survey systematically deviate from the 

full sample of penalty throwers in the 2019/2020 season in terms of behavior under pressure. 

To check this, we compare the shot success in our sample to the season averages of the 

penalty throwers in 2019/2020 who did not take part in our survey. 

Table 5: Comparison of penalty shot success of survey participants and non-
participants 

 
Shot success in % 

Overall 
Crunch 

time 
Rest of 

the game Home Away Behind Draw Lead 
Participants 77.46 81.13 76.95 77.89 77.03 77.30 77.44 77.66 
Non-participants 74.86 76.67 74.57 75.03 74.68 74.47 74.74 75.35 

Table 5 shows that the scoring probability of our subjects’ penalties in crunch time is higher 

than of non-participants. However, this difference is not significant according to a two-sided t-

test (p=0.310). The overall shot success of our participants is significantly higher than of non-

participants (p=0.01). Yet if we only analyze players who threw at least five penalties in the 

2019/2020 season, the difference is no longer significant (p=0.228). 

Another potential limitation of our empirical approach concerns the definition of crunch time. 

This treatment variable should distinguish decisive stages of the game (high-pressure 

situations) from conventional stages of the game (lower-pressure situations). Finding clear-cut 

definition criteria for crunch time is not easy. For the analysis, we need to set unambiguous 

and preferably objective rules indicating if the penalty is thrown in a decisive stage of the game 

or not. There could be game- or player-specific heterogeneity not covered by our definition, or 

by our control variables, that make players perceive a penalty as a high-pressure situation 

although it is not thrown in crunch time. Similarly, there might be penalties in crunch time that 

players perceive to throw under low pressure. Thus, we conducted robustness checks which 

confirm that our main findings are robust against different definitions of crunch time (see 

appendix for the results in which we restrict crunch time to 5 minutes). Furthermore, we 

included a self-assessment of CUP which is consistent with our definition of crunch time. 

During conventional game stages, the shot success of players who stated having experienced 

CUP before is the same as the shot success of players without CUP experiences (77%). Yet 

they distinguish each other in the expected direction in crunch time: 78% with CUP 

experiences vs. 83% without. The marginal effect of this self-assessment on shot success in 
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a variant of Model 1 (Table 4) only for crunch time penalties is 6 percentage points, but not 

significant (p=0.101). 

While objective game-specific control variables and player characteristics are easy to assess, 

it is difficult to measure the most interesting variables in our context, the psychological traits 

related to performance under pressure. Future studies should also consider different 

psychological control variables, e.g. Clarke et al. (2020) surveyed the fear of negative 

evaluation and the desire for perfect self-presentation in addition to the Big 5 and CSE. 

Furthermore, there could be psychological effects specific to the situation of the game that are 

not captured by our control variables. For instance, Lehman and Hahn (2013) show that 

negative momentum leads to less risk taking.  

Finally, it can be discussed whether a seven-meter in handball is an appropriate unit of 

observation to analyze individual performance under pressure. The fact that the opposing 

goalkeeper influences the thrower's performance might bias our results. Free-throws in 

basketball, putts in golf, and dart throws may be easier to analyze in this respect. However, 

similar to the argument of Apesteguia and Palacios-Huerta (2010) in soccer, the thrower's 

performance is the main determinant of the shot success of a handball penalty – the average 

scoring rate is nearly 80% in our sample. Furthermore, on average, the influence of the 

goalkeeper levels out across treatments (during crunch time and the rest of the game). And 

one of the reasons why we study seven-meter throws is that the thrower’s anxiety in crunch 

time may be especially high because he or she directly looks into the opponent’s eyes before 

the whistle blows.4  

 

 
  

                                                
4 For soccer shoot-outs, Jordet and Hartman (2008) observe that players are more likely to look away 
from the goalkeeper when preparing kicks that lead to a loss if they are missed. 
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Appendix 

Robustness check with crunch time restricted to 5 minutes 

Figure A1: Shot success by crunch time (restricted to 5 minutes), gender, league, and 
game-related variables 
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Table A1: Marginal effects of probit regressions with crunch time restricted to 5 minutes 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Dependent variable            
Shot success ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD 
             
Individual variables            
Gender -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) 
Age  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 
Throwing hand -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
League -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
CSE -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) 
Risk taking -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 
Self-report choking -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
             
Competition-related 
variables            
Location -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
Crunch time  0.05 (0.03)  0.04 (0.04)  -0.26 (0.30) -0.12 (0.13) 
Lagging   0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02) 
Leading  0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02)  0.01 (0.02) 
             
Interaction terms            
League*Crunch time     0.00 (0.04)      

CSE*Crunch time        0.07 (0.08)   

Risk taking*Crunch time           0.03 (0.03) 
Lagging*Crunch time            
LeadingCrunch time            
Location*Crunch time            
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Gender*Crunch time            
             
                 
Number of obs 5506   5506   5506   5506  
Wald chi2 15.51   15.52   15.87   18.65  
Prob > chi2 0.0860   0.2145   0.1974   0.0974  
Log pseudolikelihood -2930.80   -2930.79   -2930.27   -2930.18  
Pseudo R2 0.0025   0.0025   0.0027   0.0027   
Notes: Marginal effects in the ME columns; standard deviations in parentheses in the SD columns; standard deviations 
clustered at player level; reference category for score: draw; significance level: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
 
  Modell 5 Modell 6 Modell 7 Modell 8 Modell 9 
Dependent variable                 
Shot success ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD ME SD 
                  
Individual variables                 
Gender -0.03* (0.02) -0.03** (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) -0.03* (0.01) 
Age  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00)  0.00 (0.00) 
Throwing hand -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
League -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
CSE -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) -0.01 (0.02) 
Risk taking -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) - 0.00 (0.01) -0.00 (0.01) 
Self-report choking -0.02 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
                  
Competition-related 
variables                 
Location -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) 
Crunch time  0.01 (0.04)  0.10* (0.04) 0.08* (0.04)  0.06 (0.05)  0.12* (0.06) 
Lagging -0.01 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) 
Leading -0.01 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02) -0.00 (0.02)  0.00 (0.02) 
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Interaction terms                 
League*Crunch time                 
CSE*Crunch time                 
Risk taking*Crunch time                 
Lagging*Crunch time  0.09 (0.06)             
Leading*Crunch time     -0.14* (0.07)       -0.15* (0.07) 
Location*Crunch time        - 0.07 (0.06)     
Gender*Crunch time          -0.03 (0.01) -0.04 (0.06) 
                  
                     
Number of obs 5506   5506   5506   5506   5506   
Wald chi2 18.65   23.21   17.06   15.83   23.58   
Prob > chi2 0.0973   0.0260   0.1474   0.1993   0.0352   
Log pseudolikelihood -2929.63   -2928.08   -2930.08   -2930.69   -2927.91   
Pseudo R2 0.0029   0.0035   0.0028   0.0026   0.0035   

Notes:Marginal effects in the ME columns; standard deviations in parentheses in the SD columns; standard deviations clustered at player level; 
reference category for score: draw; significance level: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05 
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Survey 

CSE scale (Judge et al., 2003) 

 

Willingness to take risks - (Beierlein et al., 2015): 

 

Self-report Choking (Clarke et al., 2020): 
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